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The New York Times best-selling author of Turn Right at Machu Picchu sets out to uncover the truth

behind the legendary lost city of Atlantis. A few years ago, Mark Adams made a strange discovery:

Everything we know about the lost city of Atlantis comes from the work of one man, the Greek

philosopher Plato. Then he made a second, stranger discovery: Amateur explorers are still actively

searching for this sunken city all around the world, based entirely on the clues Plato left behind.

Exposed to the Atlantis obsession, Adams decides to track down these people and determine why

they believe it's possible to find the world's most famous lost city and whether any of their theories

could prove or disprove its existence. He visits scientists who use cutting-edge technology to find

legendary civilizations once thought to be fictional. He examines the numerical and musical codes

hidden in Plato's writings, and with the help of some charismatic sleuths traces their roots back to

Pythagoras, the sixth-century BC mathematician. He learns how ancient societies transmitted

accounts of cataclysmic events - and how one might dig out the "kernel of truth" in Plato's original

tale. Meet Me in Atlantis is Adams's enthralling account of his quest to solve one of history's

greatest mysteries; a travelogue that takes listeners to fascinating locations to meet irresistible

characters; and a deep, often humorous look at the human longing to rediscover a lost world.
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Contrary to what most people think, it is not obvious that Atlantis was an invention by Plato. So,

Mark Adams did the right thing and just started reading and travelling through world and history,



hunting for clues, for possible Atlantis locations and for professional as well as amateur experts who

could bring him closer to the truth. Since Mark Adams is open-minded and unprejudiced on the one

hand side and on the other hand side armed with a very reasonable skepticism and -- above all --

with a good sense of humour, this book turns out to be an enjoyable and interesting trip. It reads

almost like Dan Brown's Robert Langdon hunting for the secrets of history -- only this time, it is real:

The clues are real, the possible locations are real, the informants are real, maybe even Atlantis

turns out to be real?The number of experts and amateurs on Atlantis, Plato, Pythagoras,

mathematics, oceanography, vulcanology, history, archaeology, mythology, geophysics, and many

other disciplines is enormous. Every time you think, that it would be nice if Mark Adams followed a

track and visited a certain expert on a certain topic, he really follows this track in the very next

chapter! This is a real search, no journalistic fake. We have to be very thankful to Mark Adams that

he did this extensive journey acting on behalf of all of us who are interested in the opinions of all

these experts.Having obviously read a lot, and then talking to all these skeptics and searchers,

Mark Adams piles up a huge amount of knowledge about Atlantis and possible interpretations, so

that even I could still learn something here. But what is more, we also get to know the personalities

of all these experts and amateurs, their motivations, their characters and their flaws.
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